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     Introduction: CanMoon was a lunar sample return 

analogue mission undertaken jointly by the University 

of Western Ontario, University of Winnipeg, and the 

Canadian Space Agency. With a physical rover 

analogue located in Lanzarote, Spain, the mission 

sought to test operational practices for rover missions 

while training highly qualified personnel for two 

mission sites, Site 1: Janubio and Site 2: Nuevo Ortiz 

[1]. As a member of the Planning Team in Mission 

Control, the Rover Sequencer was responsible for 

translating rover activities requested by the Science 

Tactical or Planning teams into field-readable 

instructions for the Rover Operator (Fig. 1) [2].  
 

 
Figure 1: Workflow showing basic Rover Sequencer 

operations highlighted in red. 
 

     Rover Command Sequencing Methods: On board 

the rover were a series of instruments to achieve the 

scientific goals of the mission [3,4]. These instruments 

include the SuperCam suite (used for Raman, RMI, 

LIBS, and VIS-NIR), DSLR Camera (used for 

Panorama, Zoom, and 3D Imaging), RTC Camera, and 

a sample collector (scoop, sieve, claw, or chisel-type 

instruments). The Rover Sequencer had to learn the 

specific functionalities and limitations of these 

instruments (e.g., magnification of cameras) in order to 

accurately formulate sequence command documents 

with the correct parameters. With these instruments 

and traverses, there are precisely 32 pre-programmed 

rover commands available for sequencing. A template 

document, termed a sequence document, was prepared 

and completed manually for each rover command by 

the Rover Sequencer. At the time of sequencing, the 

Rover Sequencer would input the relevant parameters 

(e.g. the distance and heading of traverses), along with 

a context statement for logging purposes. 
     Each shift ended with completion of a Shift 

Checklist of documentation to complete, including  

Activity Summary, Shift Handoff, and Rover Sequencer 

Logbook documents. The Activity Summary kept track 

of the total number of commands of each type, as well 

as idle time; whereas the Shift Handoff document 

provided context to the next shift (location of the 

rover, current short and long term plans etc.). In 

collaboration with the Planning Team, the Rover 

Sequencer is also in charge of keeping track of 

upcoming activities that were not thoroughly discussed 

but quickly implemented to minimize rover idle time. 

This provided easy reference in the future to determine 

if any meaningful/worthwhile data arose from these 

quick decisions. This was tracked each shift using the 

Rover Sequencer Logbook document as part of the 

protocol.  
     Lastly, a significant role of the Rover Sequencer 

Logbook was to document rover commands localizing 

of the rover (e.g. Turn Rover, Traverse (Direct), as 

well as upcoming commands or commands discussed 

hastily to avoid idle time. All these documents are 

stored in a shared drive accessible to the whole team. 

 
Figure 2: Summary of the total rover command activities 

sequenced during the entire mission.  
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     Results: Throughout the mission, the total number 

of commands sequenced was 448 rover commands 

(Figure 2). The total number of rover commands 

sequenced in Site 1 was 163 (with ~29% idle time), 

with the mostly sequenced commands respectively 

being: Zoom Image (44), Turn Rover and RTC on/off 

(10), and LIBS, Raman, and VIS-NIR (7). The total 

number of rover commands sequenced in Site 2 was 

285 (with ~28% idle time), with the mostly sequenced 

commands respectively being: Zoom Image (66), Blind 

Targeting (29), and Distance to Target, Panorama 

Image, and VIS-NIR (14). It is also important to note 

that there were two samples collected in week 1 and 

five samples in week 2 for this sample return mission. 

Table 1 shows some activity time statistics for both 

sites. The Science and Traversal Activity Time values 

correspond to any task sequenced as a significant 

requirement of either operation type respectively. For 

example, a Panorama Image would be useful for 

identifying scientific samples as well as planning paths 

to future locations. Also, for context, the mission was 

halted for 15 hours during the first week for out-of-

simulation reasons. 
 

Table 1: Activity time statistics values are in minutes and 

percentages are with respect to Total Operational Time. 
 

Time Variable (mins) Site 1: Janubio Site 2: Nuevo 

Ortiz 

Total Operational Time  2100 3000 

Total Activity Time 1493 (71%) 2152 (72%) 

Science Activity Time 993 (47%) 1721 (57%) 

Traversal Activity Time 655 (31%) 684 (29%) 
 

     The Rover Sequencer, in anticipation of upcoming 

commands, especially during time-sensitive tasks, 

would begin drafting relevant possible sequencing 

documents such that when a decision was made, the 

commands could be issued immediately. 

     Discussion & Future Work: The difference in 

productivity between the two sites, represented mostly 

by Science Activity Time, could be explained by team 

members acclimating to their respective roles but more 

likely the prevalence of hazards at Site 1. Specifically, 

the main contributing factors behind fewer commands 

being sent are: (1) On the first day of the mission, the 

rover landing site was inaccurately relayed to Mission 

Control, taking several hours to resolve. Few 

commands were sent during this time. (2) Site 1 was 

dense with obstacles the rover could not roll over (the 

rover could not deviate from a provided linear 

trajectory but could detect obstacles too large to pass 

over). This accounts for time to carefully plan any 

traverse to minimize the risk of a failure or re-plan 

failed traverses. (3) The team learned, among other 

lessons, direct traverses were not accurate (the rover 

veered off of the given heading etc.) and relied more 

on precise return traverses later in the mission, as a 

consistent, autonomous command. Combined, this was 

a significant amount of time in which Science Activity 

was not being complete, contributing to a 10% 

difference between the two weeks of the mission.  

     A recommendation would be that an automatic 

direct traverse command, which have been 

implemented on real rovers [5,6,7] would save 

Planning Teams effort, where only a destination need 

be selected and the rover automatically sequences the 

required safe traverses.  Additionally, one of the Rover 

Sequencer’s tasks was to note and prepare documents 

for potential upcoming sequences, based on discussion 

within Mission Control. This could be an automated 

task as well as opposed to the current non-integrated 

workstation for the CanMoon mission (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3: The Rover Sequencer workstation for the 

CanMoon lunar sample return analogue mission. 
 

     For instance, an artificial intelligence that takes 

human-readable commands (e.g. travel to and image 

target “alpha”) and produces sequencing documents 

[8]. This AI could also suggest amendments to plans 

that optimize some given, or learned, cost function [9] 

to produce higher scientific output. For instance, while 

processing images from target “alpha”, the rover could 

suggest imaging or measuring target “beta” nearby that 

appears to be of high scientific value. A list of such 

sequences could be presented to a human for final 

selection. 
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